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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  My name is Pauline Rodriguez-Atkins, and I come to you from the great state of Oklahoma, where in one evening we can have tornados, floods, earthquakes, and the occasional report of escaped tigers.  Okay, the escaped tiger reports were greatly exaggerated, but why let that get in the way of a good story?
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The people of
CATaloging

and ILL
the CATskILLs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seriously, I come to you from the CATskILLs.You didn’t know there are CATskILLs in Oklahoma?Well, I am the Manager for Cataloginging and Interlibrary Loan at the Metropolitan Library System, headquartered in Oklahoma City.CATskILLs is the nickname that the group composed of the two departments has taken on.Every time I come to an event like this, I like to give a shout out to all the amazing people that I work with in both departments.They’re the ones who do most of the day to day work, keep the materials flowing and the doors open.If they were not so awesome, I wouldn’t be able to be here and speaking to you knowing that everything is running smoothly while I am gone.They are total rock stars!do great work, all the time, and make it possible for me to be gone for weeks and never worry about what’s going on at the office.
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Early days as a Cataloger - 1985

With a retiring co-worker and my 
predecessor manager - 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have been at Metropolitan, or MLS as we call it, since 1985, when I was a toddler.Those monitors aren’t PCs, folks.  They’re dumb terminals, and each one is hardwired to a different system.I’ve been in the Cataloging department in some function for the entire time.  I was a Cataloger for 10 years, then I moved up to Cataloging Manager, which meant I did a little cataloging and a lot of managing.8 years ago, my job expanded to include managing ILL.  Cataloging and ILL isn’t a traditional pairing, but I love the variety.



Metropolitan Library System

Serves Oklahoma County
700 square miles

750,000 population

19 library locations
8 in Oklahoma City proper

11 in communities throughout the county
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Metropolitan Library System serves Oklahoma County, which is more than just Oklahoma City.The whole county is about 700 square miles and has a population of about 750,000.Our library system serves this area through 19 library sites.  8 of those sites are located within Oklahoma City proper; the others are located in municipalities around the county.



Growth since 2004

New libraries opened

New buildings
constructed

Structural renovations
completed
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 And we know about growing pains!MLS is lucky enough to have enough funding and support to have been in a growth phase for about 10 years.Since, 2004, the system hasOpened 2 new libraries, one of which went from decision to opening day in 6 monthsOpened 3 new buildings built from the ground upDone major structural renovations on 3 library buildings, requiring moving the libraries into temporary quarters.  



In the works

New building completion

Structural renovation beginning

New building design

In talks ...
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently we areIn the design phase to build at least one new buildingCompleting construction on a new buildingPreparing to move a library into temporary quarters for a structural renovationAnd are in talks to consider building more libraries or buildings.



Impact on Technical Services
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does all this have to do with technical services workflow?  All that growth has put all kinds of stress on technical services.It’s meant more materials to be purchased, cataloged, processed, and handled.



Materials Services Division

Technical
Processing
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Materials
Selection

Interlibrary
LoanCataloging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical services operations at Metropolitan are unusual in many ways.All our technical services operations are centralized within a group known as the Materials Services Division.  The division consists of 4 departments: Materials Selection, Cataloging, Technical Processing, and Interlibrary Loan.



Materials Services

Materials Selection
Selects titles

Places orders
Encumbers funds

Technical Processing
Receives materials

Authorizes payments
Processes materials
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Interlibrary Loan 
Requests, receives and
returns borrowed items
Obtains and lends items

Cataloging
Classifies materials

Uploads catalog records
Creates item records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no acquisitions department per se; Materials Selection and Technical Processing each perform what are considered traditional acquisitions functions.The Materials Selection department tracks budgets, selects materials for purchase, places orders, assigns them to owning library sites, and encumbers funds.and ordering materials for the libraries.The Technical Processing department receives materials, tracks invoices, authorizes payments, and does physical processing.Cataloging classifies and cutters all materials, uploads catalog records, creates our item records, and some other stuff I’ll talk about in a minuteILL, well, does ILL stuff.  It’s a simplication, but it is their primary function.



Materials Services Locations

Materials Selection
Downtown Library

Technical Processing
pre-2010

Capitol Hill Library
2010-

Service Center
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Interlibrary Loan 
pre-2010

Downtown Library
2010-

Service Center

Cataloging
pre-2010

Capitol Hill Library
2010-

Service Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another unusual feature is that the Materials Services departments are not all in the same location.  Materials Selection is housed at the flagship Downtown Library, along with most administrative departments.Prior to 2010, ILL was also housed at the Downtown LibraryCataloging and Technical Processing were at one of the smaller library buildings



Materials Services
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1

3

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our full technical services workflow looks kind of like thisMaterials Selection orders materials from vendorswho deliver them to Technical ProcessingWho sends them for CatalogingWho sends them back for processingTechnical Processing processes and sends to library users



No Outsourcing

approval plans

pre-cataloging

batch uploading of records

shelf-ready materials

ILLiad

ILL document delivery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
No technical services operations are outsourced.Nothing comes in a nice package.MLS does notuse pre-approval plansdo pre-cataloging nor buy pre-cataloged recordsEvery record is reviewed by a Cataloger, who assigns a classification to meet the needs of our usersAll nonfiction is full cuttered with no duplicate call numbersbatch upload catalog recordspurchase shelf-ready materialsuse ILLiad, although we are in the process of implementing ituse ILL document deliveryThere are lots of reasons for thisA main one was our ILS, as you’ll see



Downtown Library
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Materials 
Selection

ILL
pre-2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our gorgeous Downtown Library was completed in 2004The windows of Materials Selection are kind of hereYou can’t see where ILL wasIt was in a tiny room in the basement, about 400 square feet



Cataloging

Technical 
Processing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cataloging and Technical Processing were at the Capitol Hill Library.  The whole building is about 10,000 square feet; we had about half ot it.Technical Processing was on the first floor, Cataloging was on the secondMaterials were received on the first floor, sent to the second floor for cataloging, and sent back down for processing.The building was built 1951, it has one elevator, and it’s original equipment.  Most of us didn’t ride it if we could avoid it.It usually broke down a few times a year, most often in the winter when the elevator oil got cold.  On those days, we literally lined people up on the stairs and passed materials up and down.Cataloging and Technical Processing were moved to that site temporarily—in 1974.  We moved out in 2010, so I guess it was temporary.
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Major Growth +
Space Limitations +
Staff Limitations =

Workflow Headaches

CAT/ILL Manager

Tech Proc Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I personally worked in that building, in the same room, for pretty close to 25 years.While I was there, the workload kept increasing.The space didn’t.The staff was increased some, but not as much as the workload.  We’d have added more staff, but there was no space.The Technical Processing Manager and I, who have worked together since I have been at Metropolitan, spent a lot of time tweaking workflows just to keep up.



Service Center
opened

January 2010

Houses
Cataloging

Interlibrary Loan
Technical Processing

Maintenance/Deliveries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, Cataloging, Technical Processing, and ILL moved in 2010.  To where?The library system built a new Service CenterOne of the bonuses for me was that after 2 and a half years of supervising two departments in two different buildings, I didn’t have to go back and forth



Service Center
Designed without use of 

consultants
Utilizes industrial 

technology including 
RFID sorter

40,000 square feet total

All on one level!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Service Center was designed without the aid of consultants.The managers of the departments housed there worked directly with the architects.I think I just put this slide in so I could throw in a picture of the sorter.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For whatever reason, I don’t have before photos of ILL.The after photos include the ILL areaFor reference, before the move, if you added up Cataloging and ILL’s square footage, it came to about 1600Now it’s 4,000
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Technical Processing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical Processing has a huge space, and it’s very ergonomicThey can move materials around with minimal liftingWe did a lot of workflow evaluation and planning so that we could take maximum advantage of the space.Since moving to the Service Center, workload has continued to grow.  And less than a year ago, we came up against what seems to be our biggest challenge yet.
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Screenshot of in-house built ILS - 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I first came to MLS, in 1985, we had an ILS.If you weren’t around back then, you might not know how revolutionary that was.This was at a time when the most horrifying scene in “Ghostbusters” for a librarian was watching the catalog cards fly out of the drawer.I remember sitting in the theatre and thinking somebody was gonna have to pick them up and refile themThis is actually a screenshot from the system’s last incarnation.  I don’t have any from earlier.There weren’t many options for buying a system at the time—I’m sure there were some.  If you couldn’t buy one, your only other choice was to build one.  Which is what happened at MLS.



Original ILS
Designed and coded in-house

Went live in summer 1985
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the time, there was a gentleman working for MLS named Jimmy.  It’s hard to get a photo of him, but I have one.He has a last name, but he doesn’t need one, everybody knows who he is.Jimmy is a genius programmer.  I can’t overstate how brilliant he is.  If he’d been working for NASA, we’d be colonizing Mars by now.And he designed and coded our ILS, and kept upgrading it for almost 30 years.



Barcode/Spine Labels
Labels, including barcode, 

printed in Cataloging
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of Jimmy’s earliest upgrades was ]a combination barcode and spine label.This is it.  It’s a 1 x 4 label; after the spine label is positioned, the rest of the label, including the barcode, wraps around the back of the item.The circulation staff loves these labels, because they can check items in and out without having to open them.  We had RFID checkout terminology before our migration, but haven’t gotten it to work since.We actually print these labels, including the barcodes, in Cataloging.



Vendor ILS Timeline

June 2012
Software designer announces retirement 

effective June 2013

July 2012
ILS Task Force determines vendor ILS 

most effective option for the future

July 2012 – October 2013
ILS selection process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then, in 2012, Jimmy, the genius, the god of all things ILS, announced that he was retiring.It was one of those things that you know can happen, but somehow you don’t believe it will, until it does.  He was generous about it.  He gave a full year’s notice; he didn’t actually leave until June 2013.Once the weeping and wailing subsided, it became apparent that migrating to a vendor ILS was the most logical option.



Vendor ILS Timeline

November 2013
ILS vendor selected

January 2014
Contract awarded

February – August 2014
Implementation planning
Vendor designs custom software
Training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The implementation process ended up being fastracked for some complicated reasons that I’m not going to go into.We selected a product in November 2013 and went live over Labor Day weekend 2014.  I’m not sure whether most projects happen that quickly, but when you’re going off a completely unique in-house system, it’s not a lot of time.  Materials Services was probably better prepared for the change than many other library areas.Everyone in all the departments knew that they would be doing things that they had never done before, as well as doing the same things in different ways.MLS negotiated with the vendor to develop software that allowed us to continue some of our custom products, like the barcode/spine labels; and to develop some functionality that had not existed previously, specifically ILL.



Vendor ILS Timeline
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One big issue was that the custom software wasn’t available until very late in the process.The first time that we saw the label printing and ILL functionalities was less than two weeks before our go-live date.It didn’t leave us a lot of time to test the functions, and some of them were never available for testing ahead of time.



Vendor ILS Timeline

August 22, 2014
The end of the world as we know it
Catalog frozen

August 30 – September 1, 2014
ILS installation

September 2, 2014
It’s a brave new world
We’re live!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we went live, all the Materials Services departments had similar experiences.We were all trying to figure out how to maintain our levels of customer services at the same time that we tried to figure out what in the world we were doing!
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Would Madame 
care to hear the 
crisis du jour?

September – December 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first 4 months after our migration were what I took to calling the crisis du jour period.Every day, someone would come to my office, call me, e-mail me, and tell me something didn’t work, or ask how to do something.Most often, my answer was some form of I don’t know, but I’ll get back to you.Not all the issues were workflow issues, but quite a few were.  I’d like to share some of the ways that CATskILLs addressed our issues.



Identifying Workflow Issues

Listen and observe
Visit work areas multiple times each day

Listen to conversations (even eavesdrop!)

Look over shoulders

What do you see staff struggling with?

Do you see bottlenecks developing?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying workflow issuesListen, observe, ask questions, pay attentionI have an office, but I try to make it a point to visit each work area at least once a day to touch base.Normally, I say hi, chat a bit, and ask if anyone has questions for me.After migration, I visited multiple times a day.I also looked around, to see if bottlenecks were developing or someone seemed to be having difficulty.I admit that I eavesdropped on conversations.  By listening to people try to work out problems on their own, I learned what was or was not working.



Identifying Workflow Issues

Ask questions
What are staff having trouble with?

How are staff feeling about the process?

What is slowing staff down?

What would staff like for you to do?
Always ask this, even if you cannot do what 

they ask you to do
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have a very liberal open door policy, but during this time staff didn’t always want to bother me.When I visited, I askedhow people were feelingwhat they were struggling withwhat I could help with.Even when I couldn’t do anything about an issue, I find it valuable to ask what I can do.  It lets everybody know I care.



Identifying Workflow Issues

Pay attention
What are staff telling you?

Do you hear from staff outside your area?

Make sure you understand what you are 
hearing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since Metropolitan processes all materials internally, the processors are excellent at spotting things on labels that look “off”, like a cutter not matching a main entry.Usually, the processor brings the problem back to a Cataloging Technician, who fixes it or passes it to a Cataloger.The processors document the problems and forward to me.  That helps me to see if a particular individual is having problems in a particular area.After migration, I got a lot more error reports.Initially, I didn’t pay much attention to them.  Everybody was learning new procedures and tasks.  I expected an increase in errors.



Triage

Determine the most essential issues 
Address them first

Know your priorities
Anything that kept materials out of users’ 

hands was defcon one

Perform triage every time a new issue 
arises
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TriageI constantly did triage, reorganizing priorities so that the most essential issues were addressed first.Anything that kept materials from getting into users’ hands was an essential priority, defcon 1Any time that an issue came up, I mentally reviewed it and juggled priorities.



Triage

Some issues are somebody else’s
Hardware and interfaces are IT’s problem

But keep your celebrations to yourselft

Show appreciation for whoever has to fix it
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some issues are somebody else’s problem.I loved when that happened!For a while, labels were being returned to Cataloging because the printers were leaving blank spots in the middle of the barcodes, and the scanners couldn’t read them.  I could fix layout problems on the labels, but printers are IT’s area.But I didn’t tell IT I was celebrating (much).



Triage

Not every issue is a problem
Some are just inconveniences

People may just have to live with them

Some issues are opportunities
Don’t be in a rush to fix everything
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not every issue is a problem.Some are just inconveniences.The Cataloging Technicians ended up with a new step in their processes that is really boring.  It didn’t affect how quickly materials got out, it doesn’t cause errors, but they hate doing it.  As far as I was concerned, they just had to get used to it.  They did.Some issues end up being opportunities.  Duplicate call numbers don’t get caught until libraries try to shelve the materials, so the Catalogers check for duplicates as they go along.Unfortunately, before migration I was getting reports from libraries at least once a week.The check process got more complicated after migration.  It worked, and wasn’t slowing down workflow, so it was a low priority.A few weeks ago, I finally had time to look at it.  I discovered was that since we have been using the process, I have received essentially no reports of duplicate call numbers.  It may have started out as a problem, but it became a benefit.WIN!



Solving Workflow Issues

Know what you are trying to accomplish

Be aware of how others down the line 
will be affected
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you know it’s a workflow problem, how to solve it.Know what you are trying to accomplish.If it’s reducing errors on barcode/spine labels, getting mass market paperbacks out for browsing, lending ILL materials, know what it is and what needs to happen.Be aware of how others are affected.The people further down the workflow are usually the ones affected directly.When we had issues with materials being returned due to errors on the barcode/spine label, the processors were directly affected.  They were the ones who had to stop working to document the error and bring it back for correction.Of course, in a public library, the users are always affected in some way.



Solving Workflow Issues

Have your priorities in order (triage)

Don’t rush if you don’t have to
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After our migration, mass market paperbacks in the browsing collection had to have bib records in order to be circulated.  They didn’t have to have records before.Cataloging was expected to get brief records into the catalog and items inventoried.It was a completely new task that had to be fit into daily workflow.I found out pretty quickly that users who read Harlequin series know exactly when each month’s titles are released, and they expect to find them at the library.Creating and implementing a procedure to get browsing paperbacks out became priority one.



Solving Workflow Issues

Walk through the entire process as it 
exists
Pinpoint problem areas and bottlenecks

Come up with possible solutions
Involve  the people who are currently 

doing the task, even if you don’t have 
time for brainstorming sessions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the people who are currently doing the work for ideas.  If you have time, have a meeting and brainstorm.  You don’t always have that luxury, but you do have time for short chats.



Solving Workflow Issues

Once you have a potential new process

Alpha test

Beta test
Consider having just one person as a beta 

tester

Don’t always use the same person
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alpha test.I’m my own alpha tester; I do the process myself first.I figure if I blow up a computer, it might as well be mine.  Partly because it’s not one used for getting materials out on a daily basis.If I’m going to take the heat for something being screwed up, I might as well have the fun of screwing it up.Also, I know how to do every job in my areas, but I don’t do them as well as the ones who do them every day.Finally, I’m know I will have to train others to do the process, so I need to understand it.Beta test.I generally pick one person to be trained on a process first, and have that person do it alone.As they come back to me with questions, I see what I forgot.  I know I’ve missed something!This also allows others to continue working while the testing goes on.  I try to spread the fun of beta testing around so one person isn’t taking all the hits.



Solving Workflow Issues

If the solution doesn’t work, or doesn’t 
work well...

Try again... and again
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes a bad solution is better than no solution.The ILL lending process developed by the vendor did not work for us.  At all.We have never used ILLiad, because it couldn’t interact with our ILS.  We’re in the process of implementing it now, but 10 months ago, right after migration, we couldn’t wait.The first process for lending that I came up with was awful.  It took 3 times as long as it should, and was miserable to do.About all you can say for it is that it worked, sort of.I owned up to all of that.  The ILL Techs handled it really well, partly because I was willing to admit that it was a rotten solution.It did buy me some time to address other issues.If it doesn’t work, try again.That’s what I did with ILL.



Solving Workflow Issues

Think outside the box
Can someone else do part of the task?

Do you really need every feature?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I made my second try at the loan process, I realized that while it is nice to have the WorldShare request number barcode on the loan label, we can function without it.We’d always had it, so I just assumed we had to have it.  Letting go of that got me over a major hurdle.The second version of the process got rid of the unnecessary steps, streamlined the whole procedure, and really works.It’s dependent on a very temperamental Excel file, and I’m the de facto Excel “expert”.  Periodically it gets contrary and its formulas don’t work, so I end up having to tweak them.Our process for printing barcode/spine labels includes a quality check as its last step.  The Cataloging Techs were checking each other’s work to try to catch errors before materials went to processing.I realized that with the additional task of getting browsing paperbacks out, and the more complex process for printing labels, the Techs weren’t spending the amount of time needed on quality checks.  I either needed to reduce their tasks, or find a different way to handle quality checking.There was a 20-hour part-time floating Technician position open.The individual who had held that job had left shortly before migration, and I held off filling it to see what I needed the person in the position to do.  Quality checking!  I filled the position and made that a major job duty.Error reports are way down now.



Solving Workflow Issues

Think on your feet

Remember, it doesn’t have to be 
perfect

It does have to work
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sooner or later, everything is going to end up affecting the users.When we migrated, we lost all our records of ILL materials checked out to users.  The users still had them, but there was no record attached to the library card.After our migration, the libraries opened for business at 9 AM.By 9:15 a public services librarian called me, saying that a user wanted to know when his ILL materials were due.I’d never thought about it, but she needed an answer immediately.  I put her on hold, said a few bad words, took the phone off hold, and told her they were due two weeks from the last date that the library was open.Maybe it wasn’t the best answer, but it was a viable answer, and that was enough.It doesn’t have to be perfect, but it has to work.



Solving Workflow Issues

Once you are reasonably sure it works
Write the whole process out, step by step

Train everyone who has to use it

Monitor it
Use the tools you used at the beginning

See if you can make it better
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you are reasonably sure it works, Write it out.  All of it.  Step by step.Train everybody to do it.Monitor it.  See what you can improve further.Workflow analysis and evaluation should never stop.



Final Thoughts

In a tough situation
A good relationship with the people you 

work with is essential

Be honest
If it’s a pain, admit it

If people just have to deal with it anyway, say 
so
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A good relationshipI consider myself very fortunate to have had the people in Cataloging and ILL on my team during this migrationWe all supported and encouraged each otherA caveat:	You can’t develop that relationship after you need it, or a few months before you need it.The way that we have to do some tasks now is a pain.  No way around it.Staff are big girls and boys.They know that sometimes you just have to deal.  Tell them so, and they will.



Final Thoughts

In a tough situation
Cut people some slack

Allow some whining or complaining

They don’t have to like it, they just have to do 
it

Have a sense of humor
Sometimes, it’s all you’ve got

Chocolate never hurts!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cut people some slack.I hate whining, but I let it go on to a point.  I can shut it down, but I know that sometimes it helps.Sense of humorMargo saying she doesn’t have to do what I sayFunny only because she is a great employee and we have a good relationshipChocolate never hurtsOr sugar.  Or donuts.  Whatever.  Personally, fruit didn’t work for me at this time.
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Visit the Metropolitan 
Library System 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are all invited to come visit the CATskILLs.My e-mail and phone number are on the slidesJust let me know when you are coming
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Pauline Rodriguez-Atkins
Manager, Cataloging/Interlibrary Loan

Metropolitan Library System
405-606-3552

prodriguez@metrolibrary.org
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